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Abs t rac t .  Concurrent programming is usually considered as a difficult task. This 

conunon opinion is investigated, while developing an example of concurrent system. 

The conclusion is that the difficulty of programming does not lie in concurrency, 

provided that adequate formal tools are used. These tools mnst not be more difficult 

than those used in sequential programming. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  and re lated  work 

The formal tools to deal with concurrency are usually considered to be adequate; in fact, most 

of them have been derived from those used in sequential programming. Unfortunately, formal 

tools become most useful only when there are appropriate methodologies to deal with them. 

Such methodologies exist for sequential programming; for instance, Dijkstra's programming 

calculus [Dijkstra (1976), Gries (1981)] allows the systematic use of the concept of invariant to 

derive programs correct with respect to their specifications. 

Good methodologies are usually compositional, that is, the meaning of a structured object 

can be expressed as a function of the meanings of the components. The main problem in 

concurrency is that the meaning of the system (PIlQ) can be expressed as a function of the 

meanings of the processes P and Q only when the notion of the meaning of a process is defined 

in a rather complex way. As a consequence, a compositional, process-based semantics for 

concurrent systems is not trivial, and the same is true for the methodologies derived from 

those semantics [Hoare (1985)]. A solution can be to get rid of the notion of process itself, 

in order to keep both compositionality and simplicity. Such an approach has been recently 

proposed in [Chandy and Misra (1988)]. Nevertheless, the notion of process has still to be 

introduced at the end of the development procedure; furthermore, as the notion of process is 

intuitive, we would like to keep it. 

Despite of the lack of a simple methodology, many non-trivial concurrent systems have been 

designed and proved correct. Although the authors do not often describe the methodology they 

have used to obtain their results, a piece of method is often evoked: the "stepwise refinement". 

The idea is very simple: several systems are considered in sequence, the first ones being more 

abstract and easier to understand than the last ones, which are more oriented towards an 

1Supported in part by the ESPRIT project ATES. 
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implementation.  The notion of stepwise refinement has received several meanings, but  only 

one is considered here. A system A is a refinement of a system B if every computat ion of B is 

equivalent to some computat ion of A. An impor tant  part icular  case is when A is "finer-grained" 

than  B,  tha t  is, s tatements which were considered as atomic in B are considered as composite 

i n A .  

A well-known example of a system developed by stepwise refinement is the "On-the-fly 

garbage-collector", as presented in [Dijkstra and al. (1978)]. A first, abstract  version allows to 

unders tand the principle of the algorithm, whereas a second one is more complicated, but  more 

suitable for implementation.  I t  is observed that  the invariant of the second version is also a 

"refinement" of the invariant of the first version. A later  example is [Lamport  (1983)], where 

several versions of a dis tr ibuted system are considered. The notion of a refined invariant receives 

a precise definition: the refined version, if  it  exists, can be obtained from the init ial  invariant 

by replacing references to program variables by "state functions", that  is, by expressions whose 

value depends not  only on the value of program variables, but  also on the control points of the 

processes. Unfortunately, the determinat ion of the adequate s ta te  functions is not  easy. 

The purpose of this paper  is to go a bit  further, and to show how the invariant can be 

refined: the refined invariant appears as a solution of a set of constraints. The notion of state 

function is not used, but  invariants are allowed to refer both  to program variables and to control 

points. 

The sequel of this paper  is organized as follows. In section 2, the programming language and 

the principles of the methodology are outlined, and i l lustrated by a toy example. A classical 

problem about  mutual  exclusion is presented in the section 3, together with an algorithmic idea 

for the solution; this idea is formalized into a first, very abstract  system. Some refinements are 

a t t empted  in section 4 (some succeed, others fail). The propert ies and the implementation of 

the refined version are discussed in section 5. Section 6 is a short conclusion. 

2 The programming language and the methodology 

2 .1  A s i m p l e  p r o g r a m m i n g  l a n g u a g e  

A system S consists of a set 7 ~ of formal processes and a set T of transitions. A formal process, 

or simply a process, is a finite set of symbols called labels, or control points. A transit ion is an 

expression like 
T = ( L ,  C ~ S ,  LI) ,  

where L is the origin, C is the guard, S is the statement and L ~ is the eztremity. The type 

of a t ransi t ion is the set of processes which are involved in it. The origin and the extremity 

are set of labels, containing exactly one label of each member of type(T). Let us suppose that  

type(T) = {P,Q} ,  L = pq and L'  = ptq,, where p,p~ E P and q,q' E Q. The operational  

semantics of T is as follows. I t  can be executed only when processes P and Q are at  the control 
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points p and q respectively (this condition is represented by the formula at p A at q, or at L) 

and when the guard C is true. The execution of the statement S leads to a state where at L' is 

true. The guard is a predicate on the memory state of the system, and the statement specifies 

a t ransformation of this memory state. 

A system S is considered with an invariant, that  is, a formula I which is respected by every 

transi t ion of the system. This formula can depend not only on the memory state,  but  also on 

the control s tate (place predicates, like atp,  are used to express this dependency).  

A convenient piece of notat ion is introduced now. If  I is a label of a process P ,  then the 

formula I[a t l] is obtained from I by replacing, for all l '  6 P ,  all occurrences of at l' by true 

if ff = l, and by false otherwise. (The place predicates corresponding to the other processes 

are not replaced.) Intuit ively speaking, the formula I reduces to the formula I[a ~ II when at l is 

assumed to be true. 

The language of Labelled Transitions Systems is elementary, but  powerful enough to repre- 

sent most kinds of dis tr ibuted systems. It is inspired from the classical concept of transit ion 

system, which is thoroughly studied in [Sifakis (1982)]. 

2.2 Principle of  the m e t h o d o l o g y  

The problem is to determine whether a system S and an invariant I of this system, can be 

refined. For now, the only kind of refinement we consider is the spli t t ing of a transit ion T, 

involving a single process 7r -- {p, q , . . . } ,  into two transitions T I and T" involving only this 

process. More precisely, the transit ion 

T = ( p , C - - * S ,  q) 

is tentat ively replaced by two new transitions 

T ' =  (p, C ---* S ' ,  r ) ,  

TI '=  (r, true --+ S 't, q),  

where r is a new label added into process r ,  and S' ,  S" are such that  SI; S" is sequentially 

equivalent to S. (When a guard G is identically true, we write S instead of G ~ S.) I t  is well 

known that  such refinements are not always valid. In fact, careless or implicit refinements are 

the most frequent kind of mistakes in parallel  program design. 

The validity of a refinement is proved as follows. If  I is an invariant of $,  then a formula 

J must be obtained,  such that  

I '  =&/ [~atr  ~ I] A [atr  ~ J] 

is an invariant of the refined version. 

The main problem is how to construct such a J ,  when it exists. The first step is to write 

down the constraints about  J .  These constraints are of two kinds. The first group is concerned 

only with the process ~- and the new transitions T '  and T". This group consists of two sequential 

constraints, which are 

{zt°,pl ^ c} s '  {J}, 
{J} s" {~{~, q]}. 
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(It is supposed tha t  J = J[at ~]; this is not a restriction.) 

Second, there is the group of interact ion constraints, which are concerned with the other 

processes of the system. Every transit ion occurring in a process • # ~ must respect the 

formula J .  For a t ransi t ion (~, C ~ S, ~), the interaction condition is 

The soundness of the validation method is checked easily. Let us suppose that  an adequate J 

has been found. We have to prove that  all the transitions of  the refined system St respect the 

refined invariant I t. This is ra ther  straightforward. 

• Transit ion T ~. I t  can be executed only when at p is true, tha t  is, when at q is false. In 

this case, I t reduces to I .  The first sequential constraint guarantees tha t  J is true after 

the execution. So is at r, which implies tha t  I t is true after the execution. 

• Transit ion T". I t  can be executed only when at r is true. In  this case, I t reduces to J .  

The second sequential constraint guarantees that  I is true after the execution. So is 

-~at r, which implies that  I t is true after the execution. 

• Another  t ransi t ion of process ~'. I t  can be executed only when at r is false. In this case, 

I t reduces to I .  As I is respected by all transitions but  T t and T ' ,  I is still  true after the 

execution; as at r is still  false, I t reduces to I .  

• A transi t ion of another process. There are two possibilities; first, if  at r is false before 

(and after) the execution, then I t reduces to I which is respected by the transition. 

Otherwise, it  reduces to J which, due to the interact ion constraints,  is also respected by 

the transit ion.  In  both  cases, I t is respected. 

Sequential constraints are simple, since the unknown formula J occurs only once in them; 

on the contrary, it  appears twice in the interaction constraints. For this reason, i t  is appropriate  

to solve sequential constraints first; Dijkstra 's  programming calculus is used to do so. These 

constraints determine an upper  bound and a lower bound for J ,  since they can be rewritten 

into sp[S'; I[atv ] ^ C] ~ J ,  

J ~ wp[st'; Iia~ql]. 

Formulas satisfying these implications are selected and checked against the interaction con- 

straints.  Any formula for which the verification succeeds can be adopted.  Let us recall that ,  

if  the refinement is not valid, no adequate  J will be found. However, when the refinement is 

valid, the experience shows tha t  the strongest choice, tha t  is, the formula sp[St; I[~tp ] ^ C], 

often turns out to be adequate. 

2.3 Multiple refinement 

The notion of refinement has been defined to involve the introduction of a single new label 

into a single process. It is also possible to introduce several labels into several processes, but 
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the system of constraints becomes more complicated. The experience shows that  it is not 

interesting to introduce more than one label at a time into the same process but, ff there is a 

symmetry between the processes, it is better not to destroy it. In this case, a refinement will 

involve the introduction of a new label into all the processes. As many systems of concurrent 

processes exhibit such a symmetry, it is interesting to consider explicitly the case of a multiple 

refinement. 

Let S be a system consisting of n processes {~'i : i = 1 , . . . ,  n} and let {Ti : i = 1 , . . . ,  n} 

be a set of transitions; each Ti involves only 7ri = {io/, ql , . . .}.  We would like to replace each 7] 

by T i' and T~ ~ where 
"~ = (p~,c~ - - ,  s ~ , q d ,  
T~' = (p .  C~ - - ,  S,'., ~ ) ,  
T" = (~ ,  s" ,  qd,  

Each ri is a new label, introduced in ri; it is supposed that S~; S~' is sequentially equivalent 

to S~. If  I is an invariant of S, then 

I '  =a, t  [Vi(~at ri) ~ I] A [3i(at ri) ~ J] 

will be an invariant of the new system S I if and only if the triple 

{zi'o, ~ ^ ~} ~- {xi, o,~} 

is true for each transition (~, C --+ S, ~) of the system S I. 

The strategy introduced above for simple refinements is adapted easily. It is convenient 

to consider first the triples whose either the precondition or the postcondition is independent 

from J.  The general form of these triples is given below. 

! {It.,Pl ^ c d  s~ {JI-,P(p,/.,)J}. i = 1 . . . .  .n .  

{Jr., o(~/. ,) l} s,'.' {Ito~ ~j} ,  i = ~ , . . . , n .  

The symbol P denotes the sequence /~ . . .p~ ;  the expression P ~ / r i )  denotes the sequence 

/~ ...pi-lr~p~+l . . .Pn (the symbol Q is defined in the same way). As in the simple case, these 

triples are solved first, by wp and sp calculus. Afterwards, formulas satisfying these triples are 

checked against the other triples (whose both the precondition and the postcondition depend 

on J) .  Any formula satisfying all the triples is an adequate choice for J .  

Comment. Let L be the sequence t l . . .  ln. The equivalence 

is satisfied provided that  li # ri for all i E {1 , . . . ,  n}; this relation is useful for the design of Iq 

2 .4  A n  e l e m e n t a r y  e x a m p l e  

The refinement technique is now demonstrated on a toy example: an (oversimplified) version 

of the "Producer-Consumer" system. 
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The problem is as follows. A cyclic process P repeatedly produces da ta  which are consumed 

by another cyclic process C. Data  already produced but  not consumed yet are stored in a fmite 

first-in-first-out buffer of size N.  Obviously, no i tem can be consumed when the buffer is empty, 

and no i t em can be produced when it is full. An abstract  solution to this problem is modelled 

by the following system; 7 ~ is the family of sets of control points,  and T is the set of transitions. 

~' ::= {{Po},{Co}}. 

~ : :=  {(P0, p - c < N  , ~ o d ( p ) ; p : = p + l ,  P0), 
(C0, p -  c > 0 - - ,  con,(c) ;  c := c + * ,  Co) }. 

The var iabhs  p and c respectively record the number of produced da ta  and of consumed data; 

prod(n) denotes the product ion of the n th  item, whereas cons(n) denotes its consumption. 

(These two actions do not alter the counters.) The numbers of items in the buffer is p - c; the 

buffer itseff is not  modelled in this representation. The invariant 

I ° =de! 0 _< p - c  __< N 

is associated with the system. The init ial  conditions are represented by the formula 

atPo A atCo A p = c - - 0 .  

As a first refinement, one would like to split the product ion of an i tem and the update  of 

the counter into two transitions. More formally, a new label P1 is introduced in the process P 

and the transi t ion 
(P0, P - c < N ---* prod(p); p := p + 1, Po) 

is tentat ively replaced by the transitions 

(Po, P- c < N ~ prod(p), P1), 

(P~, p:=p+ i, Po). 

We look for an invariant 11 of the form 

P =des [(-~at P1 ~ 1 °) ^ (at PI :* g ) ] .  

The constraints about  K are 

/0 
{ [.t Po] ^ p - c < N} prod(p) { K } ,  

{K} p := p + 1 {/~at Po]}, 

{g[.tCo ] A p - c > 0} cons(c); c := c + 1 {K[atc,] } . 

The sequential constraints can be explicited into 

(0 <_ p - c < N )  ~ K ,  

g ~ (0 < p + l - c  <_ N)  

and a simple, adequate choice is K =d, /  (0 _< p - c < N ) ,  which leads to 
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I1 =gel (0 < p - c  A [atPo ::~ P - C  <_ N] A [atP1 =~ P - C <  N]) .  

This choice also respects the interaction constraint.  

A similar refinement is a t tempted  for process C; the transi t ion 

(Co, p -  c > o -~ co~ (c ) ;  c := c + 1,  Co) 

is tentat ively replaced by the transitions 

(Co, p - c > O  ~ cons(c) ,  Co),  

(C1, c := c + 1,  Co).  

The invariant is refined further; only the result 12 is given here. 

12 =def [at Po =v p - c < N ]  A [at P1 =~ P-C < N] A [at Co =V p-c>O] A [at C1 =V p - c  > O]. 

3 E x a m p l e  - a n  a b s t r a c t  v e r s i o n  

As a more substant ial  example, the classical problem of mutual  exclusion in a computer network 

will be considered, in a way first introduced in [Ricart and Agrawala (1981)]. 

3.1 Informal descript ion o f  the problem and its so lut ion 

A network consists of N nodes which connmmicate by messages and do not  share memory. The 

algori thm has to create mutual  exclusion between these nodes for access to a given resource. 

Freeness of deadlock and individual  starvation must be provided. 

The basic algorithmic idea is as follows. A node a t tempt ing to invoke mutual  exclusion 

sends a request to all other nodes. On receipt of the request, the other nodes send a reply, 

immediate  or deferred, according to a priori ty function. When the N - 1 replies have been 

received, the access to the critical section is granted. When not immediate,  a reply is deferred 

unti l  the receiving node has completed its own access to the crit ical section. 

When a stat ion p has to access its critical section, it  will first indicates it  and update  

the priori ty function. Afterwards, requesting messages are issued to the other stations; the 

access is delayed until  all the answering messages have been received. The stat ion p performs 

some internal computat ion within its critical section for a while; when this computat ion is 

completed, the s tat ion p sends deferred replies, if any (these replies are sent to the stations 

which have requested access to their  own critical section). The stat ion p then comes back into 

its non-crit ical section. 

The priori ty function is upda ted  by a s tat ion at  the very time this s tat ion begins its entry 

protocol. The stat ion allows already entered stations to take precedence over it. 
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3.2 A first abstract version and its invariant 

As a very first solution, the basic idea is coded into a labelled transition system. In this most 

abstract version, called 5o, all communication and synchronization problems are avoided. The 

set of processes is {{Po, P~,Pc} :P = 1,..., n} and the transitions are 

(p0,  rcsp - - ,  [ ] ,  p0),  

(Po, rcsp ----+ RCSp := 1; Vq # p[(PR~,PR~,OR~) := (0,1,1)]; 

Vq ~ p[if RCSq h PR~ then RD~ := 1 else OR~ := 0], p~,), 

(p~, Vq ~ p[-~OR~] ~ skip, Pc), (1) 

(po, rcs  , [ ] ,  po),  

(Pc, -Trcsp ~ RCSp := 0; Vq ~ p [if RD~ then (RD$, OR~) := (0, 0)], P0). 

For all distinct nodes p and q, the following variables have been used: 

RCSp : p requests the access to the resource (Request Critical Section); 

OR~ : p waits a reply from q (Outstanding Reply); 

RD~ : p defers a reply to q (Reply Deferred); 

PR~ : p, on receipt of a request from q, takes precedence over q (PRiority). 

These variables will eventually be implemented as private variables but, for now, they are read 

and written by the stations corresponding to their indices (furthermore, RCSp is read by all 

stations). All those variables are Boolean; they are initially false. We sometimes write 1 and 

0 for true and false respectively. The internal condition rcsp is true when station p needs the 

access to its critical section. This condition can be set or reset only by internal computation 

(a step of internal computation is denoted by [ ]; such a step alters only the internal memory 

of the station which performs it). 

The process attached to station p has three control points; at P0 means that  the station is 

in its non-critical section; at p~ holds when the station is Waiting for replies and at Pc indicates 

that  the station is in its Critical section. 

The intended meaning of the transitions is as follows. 

• (P0 ~ po) models internal computation in the non-critical section. 

• (p0 --* p~,) models the first part of the entry protocol. Station p indicates that the access 

to the critical section is needed, the priority function is updated and requests are made 

to all the other stations. The decision to grant the authorization or to delay it is taken 

at once, according to the priority function. 

• (P~ --* pc) models waiting for access, which is the second part of the entry protocol. 

• (pc ~ pc) models internal computation in the critical section. 

• (Pc ~ P0) models the exit protocol. The station p indicates that the access to the critical 

section is no longer needed, and gives replies to the stations which have requested access. 
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This oversimplified version of the system is not satisfactory, for the following obvious reasons. 

g The communications from a station p to a station q are modelled by a direct transforma- 

tion of the memory, performed by process p. 

® As the priority function is used immediately after the update, that  is, before any inter- 

ference from another station can occur, the test (RCSq ^ PR~) will always reduce to 

_RCSq in the transition from the initial state Po to the waiting state p~,. 

• Large sections of program have artificially been modelled as single transitions. 

These assumptions will be replaced by more realistic ones in the sequel of this paper but, 

first of all, the behaviour of  this first version of the system has to be stated formally, in the 

form of an invariant. The construction of an adequate invariant is not very difficult . .. since 

all difficulties have been artificially suppressed. 

In order to obtain an invariant for the abstract system, the intended meaning of the variables 

is formally described by safety properties. As all variables are concerned with only one or two 

stations, we will look for assertions involving at most two stations, say stations p and q. 

The case of R C S  1, is very simple, since it is written by station p only. At every time, 

exactly one of the variables PR~, and PR~ is true. The role of variables OR q, OR~, RD q and 

RD~ is the resolution of conflicts between stations p and q. As long as at least one of these 

stations is in its non*critical state, these variables should be false. On the contrary, when both 

stations p and q are not in their non-critical state, a conflict between them has been solved: 

one of the station has given a reply, whereas the other has delayed its own. The latter will get 

(or has already got) the access before the former. This is summarized by the following set of 

assertions. 

at Po = -~RCSp, 

PR~, + PR~ = 1, 

at Po :~ (~OR~, h -~ORPq A -~RD q A -~RD~), (2) 

at P~oqw =V (PR~ = OR~ = RD~ A ORPq = RD~ = PR~),  

at Wqo (PR  ^ OR$ ^ ^ ^ RD ), 

-.at Pcqc. 

These assertions are true initially, since the initial conditions are formalized into the formula 

We check that  the conjunction of the assertions (2) is respected by every transition. 

The internal transitions (po ~ P0) and (Pc -~ Pc) obviously respect the set of assertions, 

provided that  the internal statement modelled by [ ] does not alter the values of RCS,  PR,  

OR and RD. 

If  (P0 --~ Pw) is executed when at qo holds, then a sequence of assignments is executed. If  we 

omit the assignments which do not alter the variables indexed by p and q on/y, this sequence 
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reduces into _RCSp := 1; (PR~, PR~, OR~) := (0,1,1);  OR~ := 0,  since the test (RCSq A PR~) 

is evaluated to false. This results into an acceptable state. If  the same transi t ion is executed 

in a s ta te  satisfying at q, or at  qc, then the test is evaluated to true, and the executed sequence 

of relevant assignments is RCSp := 1; (PR~, PR~, OR~) := (0,1,1);  RD~ := 1, which leads to 

an acceptable state. 

The transit ion (p~ -+ Pc) is tested now. When executed in a s ta te  satisfying at  q0, it  leads 

to an acceptable state (all conflict variables are false). If  it  is executed in a state satisfying 

at  q~o, then this s tate necessarily satisfies OR~ = RD~ = 0 and OR~ = RD~ = 1; this condition 

is respected by the transi t ion and the resulting s tate  is acceptable. Lastly, the same transit ion 

cannot be executed in a s ta te  satisfying at qc, since, in such a state,  the guard OR~ = 0 is 

necessarily false. 

Finally, let us test the transit ion (Pc --* P0). When executed in a s ta te  satisfying at qo, then 

the relevant par t  of the executed sequence is simply RCSp := O, which leads to an acceptable 

state. If  it  is executed in a state satisfying at q~, then this s tate satisfies OR~ = RD~ = 0 

and OR~ = RD~ = 1. As RD~ is true, the relevant par t  of the executed sequence reduces 

to RCSp := 0; (RD~,OR~) := (0 ,0) ,  which leads to an acceptable state. Lastly, the same 

transi t ion cannot be executed in a state satisfying at  q¢, since such a state would have to 

satisfy the condition at Pcqc. 

As a conclusion, the system 80 is correct with respect to the set of assertions (2); this set 

is an adequate  invariant /o for the system. In part icular ,  mutual  exclusion (~at pcqc) , is 

guaranteed. 

Comment. The invariant has the form 

at Po =- -~RCSp, 

PR~ + PR~ = 1, 

w,/~ c {0,,o, e} [at p~q~ ~ A(~,/~)l. 

The first assertion deals with RCSp which, contrary to the other variables, is upda ted  by 

one process only. The second assertion is a definition of the concept of priori ty function; this 

assertion might not be altered by refinements. The last assertion is concerned with the shared 

variables. Every time a new label will be introduced, new formulas A(c~,/3) will be constructed. 

4 R e f i n e m e n t s  

4 .1  A v a l i d  r e f i n e m e n t  

The transi t ion 

(po, rcsp ---, RCSp := 1; Yq ¢ p [(PR~, PR~, ORg) := (0,1, 1)]; 

Vq 7~ p[if RCSq A PR~ then RD~ := 1 else ORg := 0], p~) 

contains too many actions and should be split. The first line of the transit ion models a pre- 

l iminary phase, during which the stat ion selects a weak priori ty and makes requests to all the 
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other stations. The second line is the decision phase: the other stations decide whether the 

request will be granted at  once or delayed. 

A new control point Pd (for "decision") is tentatively introduced, to split the transit ion 

(P0 ~ P~) into 

(P0, rcsp ~ RCSp := 1; Vq ¢ p[(PR~,PR~,ORg) := (0 ,1 ,1)] ,  Pal), 

(Pal, Vq ~ p[if RCSq A PR~ then RD~ := 1 else OR~ := 0], p~) .  

Comment. As the system So is symmetric,  multiple refinements are a t tempted:  all the processes 

are refined simultaneously. 

The refinement gives rise to a new system $1. A new invariant 11 has to be constructed 

f r o m / o  in order to establish the validity of this refinement. The new invariant will satisfy the 

equivalence 
!1 = ([Vp(- atpd) I °] ^ [3p( tpd) s]).  

This means tha t  the old invariant I ° must still hold every t ime no station p is in its new 

control s tate pa. More precisely, with the notat ion introduced in the paragraph 2.1, the new 

invariant 11 will satisfy the identities 

Vp Vq ¢ p (II[,t p~q~] = I°[at p~qA) ' 

for all i, j in {0, w, c}. In addition, it  is easy to check that  the assertions 

at po =- -~RCSp, 
+ = 1 .  

still hold when one or both  stations p and q are in their new control state. As a consequence, 

an adequate form for the new invariant 11 is 

at Po -- -~RCSp , 
PR~ + PR~ = 1, (3) 

Va, S E {O,d,w,c}[at p~q~ =~ A(a , f l ) ] .  

The assertions A(a, 8) will be constructed as follows. First ,  if neither a nor 8 is d, then A(a,/3) 

is reproduced from the old invariant I °. Second, the constraints about the remaining unknown 

assertions are writ ten down; any solution of the set of constraints will lead to acceptable choices 

for the assertions. The common form of A(O, 0), A(O, w), A(w, 0), A(0, c) and A(c, 0) is 

whereas A(w,w)  is 
(PR~ = OR~ = RD~ A OR~ = RD~ = PR~) 

Last, A(w, c) and A(c, w) are respectively 
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The second step consists in writing down the set of constraints. With  self-explaining notation, 

they can be rewritten into 
{A(a,/3)} (p~ --+ Pa') {A(a',fl)} , 
{A(~,/~)} (q~ -+ q~,) {A(~, y)} .  

The case of the unknown assertion A(0, d) is considered first. The relevant constraints for this 

assertion are those whose either the precondition or the postcondition is A(0, d), that  is 

{A(0, 0)} (qo ~ qd) {A(0, d)},  

{A(0, d)} (qd -~ q~,) {A(0, w)},  (4) 

{A(c, d)} (Pc ~ Po) {A(O, d)},  

{A(O, d)} (Po --+ Pa) {A(d, d)}. 

The first two constraints are sequential constraints and can be solved easily, whereas the last 

two ones are interaction constraints. The sequential constraints are explicited into 

(~OR?, ^ ~RD?, ^ ~RD'; ^ OR'~) =~ A(O,d), 

A(0, d) =>. ('~RDg A "~RD~ A OR~), 

and, obviously, there are only few possible choices for A(0, d). The strongest formula, that  is 

-~OR~ A -~RDg A "~RD~ A OR~, 

is provisionally selected for A(0, d). 

Comments. A definitive choice cannot be done before all the unknown assertions have been 

provisionally selected, and all the interaction constraints have been checked. 

The remaining three unknown assertions are selected similarly and their consistency is 

checked. This task can be rather fastidious, but not very difficult; in fact, most of the work 

could be automated.  The results are 

A(0, d): 
A(d, d) :  

A(d,w) : 

A(d, c) : 

-~OR~, A OR~ A -~RD~, A -~RD~, 
OR~ A OR~ A -~RD~ A -~RD~, 

OR~ A ~OR~ A ~RD~ ^ ~RD~ ^ PR~. 

4.2  A n  u n s u c c e s s f u l  a t t e m p t  

The transition 

(Po, rcsp , RCSp := 1; Vq 7 ~ p[(PR~, PR~, OR~) := (0,1,1)] ,  Pd) 

still contains too many actions; a new intermediate label Pi is tentatively introduced, and the 

transition (po -+ Pd) is split into 

(po, rcsp ----+ RCSp := 1, p~), 

(p~, vq # p[(Pa~,PR~,oa~):= (0,1,1)], p~). 
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The new invariant will have the form 

at po - -~RCSp , 

PR~, + Pay = ~, 
Va,f l  E {O, i ,d ,w,  cI[atp~fl~ ~ A(a , f l ) ] .  

The new transitions obviously respect the first two assertions. Unfortunately, the set of con- 

straints has no solution. As a consequence, we suspect that  the refinement is not valid. In fact, 

an example of "bad" behaviour is easily found: 

p q oR~ o~ ~D} RD~ I,R$ ~'R~ 
p{ q~ 0 0 0 0 1 0 

Pi qd 0 1 0 0 1 0 

Pi qw 0 1 1 0 1 0 

Pd q,. 1 1 1 0 0 1 

p,~ q,~ 1 1 1 1 0 1 

The system is deadlocked since both stations will wait forever a reply from each other. This 

failure does not mean that transition (p0 --+ pa) cannot be split, but that  it cannot be split in 

the way we have just attempted. 

4 .3  A m e d l u m - g r a l n e d  v e r s i o n  

Further refinements are attempted following the same method. Some will succeed, other will 

fail. As the development is very similar to that presented in the previous paragraph, only the 

resulting system and its invariant are given. 

The system 82 contains the following transitions, for all p. 

(po, ~rcs, ~ [],  po), 
(Po, rcsp ---+ RCSp := 1 ; Vq # p[(PR~,  PR~) := (0,1)1, Pl) ,  

(pl, Vq # p[OR~ := 1], ~), 
(P2, Vq ~ p [if RCSq A Pt{~ then ROy  := 1 else OR~ := 0], P3), 

(p~, Vq # p boR~] --~ ,kip, p4), 
(p~, ~c~ ~ [],  p~), 
(p4, ~rcsp ---+ RCSp := 0,  ps) ,  

(~) 

(p~, vq # p[~ RD$ then (RD~,OR~) := (0,0)], V0). 
For the sake of uniformity, the labels Pd, P~, and Pc have been renamed/>2, P3 and p4 respectively; 

Pl and Ps are new labels. The invariant 12 can be concisely written as follows. 

(at p o v  at ps) - ~ R C S p ,  

(pR~ + PR~ = 1) ^ ((at p, ^ Rcsq) ~ PR~), 
(atpo V a t p l  V atp4 V a tps )  =~ -~OR~, 

at p2 =~ OR~,  

(at P3 A ~at  qs) =~ OR~ = [(at ql V at q2 V at q3 V at q4) A PR~], 

OR~ = (at 1>2 + RD~) .  

(6) 
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5 Properties and implementation of the refined version 

5.1 D e a d l o c k  a n d  s t a r v a t i o n  

The invariant expresses that  the refined version guarantees the mutual  exclusion~ but this 

property is not sttfllcient. In order to be of practical use, the system should also be free from 

deadlock and starvation. Due to the invariant, two stations p and q could not be locked in 

their waiting state, waiting for a reply from each other. However, the invariant still allows the 

following state, concerning three distinct stations p, q and r: 

at Ps A at fls A at rs A PR~ A PR~ A PR~. 

In such a state, station r is waiting for station q, which is waiting for station p, which is 

waiting for station r. None of these three stations will ever gain access, and, in fact, all the 

other stations will be also delayed forever. 

It is possible to strengthen the invariant in order to show that  no "cyclic" blocking state 

can be reached. Let D be any subset { a l , . . . ,  am} of the set {1 , . . . ,  n}. A D-blocking state is 

a state satisfying a formula F(D) defined as 

. , -  pR~k, P R~ ^ . . .  ^ P R,..,_~ ^ 

It is easy to check that the execution of the transition (P0 --* Px), if started in a non-blocking 

state, always results in a non-blocking state. More precisely, we have to check the validity of 

the triple 

{VD C {1 , . . . ,  n} [-,F(D)]} (P0 -* Pl) {VD C {1 , . . . ,  n} [- ,F(D)]}.  

Ifp f{ {a~,... ,am}, then the transition has no effect on formula F(D). Ifp is, say, aa, then the 

resulting state satisfies the formulas PR~ 1 for all j ,  and station p = al cannot belong to any 

cycle. The mutual  priorities between the other stations are left as before the execution, that  

is, without cycle. 

5 .2  I m p l e m e n t a t i o n  as a s e t  o f  c o m m u n i c a t i n g  p r o c e s s e s  

As all variables of  the system are altered by at most two stations, the transformation of the 

system $2 into a network of communicating processes should be easy. However, there is still 

a critical point. The transitions (P0 -* Pt), (/~ --* P3) and (Ps --* P0) involve message passing 

between stations. As these transitions have not been refined further, all the communications 

between a station and all the others should be simulta3aeous. For instance, when station p 

sends a message to the other stations to take the lowest priority, all the other stations must 

receive these messages without sending or receiving any other messages. This policy requires 

a high degree of synchronism and is therefore rather inefficient. 

A solution could be the further refinement of these commtmication transitions but, unfor- 

tunately, the refinement of the transition (P0 -4 Pl) would introduce risks of deadlock. Another 
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solution, adopted in [Ricart and Agrawala (1981)], consists in a slight modification of the pri- 

ori ty function, which allows these authors to obtain an implementat ion of the system as a set 

of communicating processes. The formal presentation and justification of this implementation 

is too long to be presented here, but  the main point  is the fact tha t  the invariant (6) remains 

valid (even about  the priority function). More details are given in [Gribomont (1985)]. 

6 C o n c l u s i o n  

The purpose of this paper  was to demonstrate  that  the development of paral lel  program can be 

carried out with simple formal tools. Let us now summarize where are, and where are not, the 

critical points of the development. The most difficult point  is the discovery of a good initial 

algorithmic idea. The original idea of Ricart  and Agrawala can be explained in a simple way, 

but  is not so simple (otherwise, it  would have been discovered earlier). On the contrary, the 

final solution to the problem, or even the intermediate solution 52 presented in the previous 

section, seems difficult when considered in isolation. I t  becomes easy to understand when 

earlier versions, with their  invariants, are considered first. (Another  critical point,  which has 

not been described in this paper,  is the discovery of a priori ty function fully appropriate  to a 

dis tr ibuted implementation.)  

As a conclusion, the main critical point in concurrent programming is exactly the same 

that  in sequential programming, i.e., the discovery of new algorithmic ideas. The development 

of the programs based on these ideas is comparatively simple, provided that  an adequate 

development method is used. The problem is that  the use of an  adequate  method is not 

frequent in programming; this is especially dangerous when concurrency is introduced. 
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